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NOTICE (STANDARD DISCLAIJfER.) As always, in the past, present, and future newsletters, we would like to make you 
aware that this newsletter is only presented as a clearing house for ideas and opinions, or personal experiences and that 
anyone using these ideas, opinions, or experiences, do so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or 
liability is expressed or implied and is without recourse against anyone. 
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Editors Notes 
By Roy F mis 

Here is my next effort to provide you with a 
exciting and informational newsletter. I want to 
thank the persons who sent me the articles you 
will be reading. They are what this organization is 
all about, to share their wisdom and experience's 
with the rest of us. I encourage each and everyone 
of you to write an article on your T/S-18 experi
ence. It could pertain to building, or completing a 
project, test flying your airplane or just your 
experience in the flying or maintaining of your 
Thorp. all have ideas and experiences that we 
can share with others. We have a great number 
new people interested in our "family" and our 
great little airplane. Any words of wisdom and 
encouragement go a long way in helping them in 
deciding weather the TIS-IS is the correct choice. 
r get several calls each month from people looking 
for just the "right" airplane to build. They ask 
many questions pertaining to the construction and 
the cost of building the TIS-IS. Most had been 
unaware of the TIS-IS, are surprised to hear of it's 
history. I always invite them to read the back 
issues of this newsletter, explaining that they 
contain everything one needs to know about the 
TIS-IS. 

provide will add to the 
knowledge database, and be tools 

Thorp will rely on 
to construct dream old news-
letters cover nearly every aspect of building and 
flying the TIS-IS, but are from the 
sixties, seventies and the eighties. With modern 
technology, better tools, and fresh ideas we can 
sometimes improve on the methods that were 
once used. These are the ideas we need and desire 
to be printed for future generations to use. What 
others figured out years before and was printed 
this newsletter, helped us build and fly our Thorps 
with a minimum of problems and trouble. Lets 
continue that tradition and help future builders by 
giving them even more information to draw from. 

Write an article!! 
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Newsletter On the Web 

I have been entertaining the idea of making 
this newsletter available as a downloadable file 
from the TlS.net website. I have had a few 
members request this feature, as well as a few 
contacts by email from the website visitors. This 
would be an addition to the newsletter service 
and would not replace the printed copy that you 
are receiving now. I would be interested in 
hearing from those that would like this option. 
Basically the way it would work is that there 
would be a "Members Only" page on the 
website, that would require you to enter a 
password to gain access. Once in the "Members 
Only" section, you would find the current 
newsletter as an Adobe Acrobat file that you 
could download to your computer. Once rlmvn

loaded, you would need Adobe Acrobat to 
and the newsletter. For those who do not 
have the Adobe Acrobat Reader, I would pro
vide a link to the Adobe website, where you 
could download and install the program on your 
computer for free. One neat feature of the Web 
Newsletter, is that all of the pictures would be 
color. You would be able to view and/or 
all or part of newsletter as you see fit 

The $25.00 annual dues ($30.00 for outside 
the US.) would and as a paid member 

would granted access to 
Oniy" section. You would still receive the 
printed copy you notified me you 
didn't want 

lam nrclcess of collecting infiJl1l1latitm 
neecifld for me to 

as sending as 
this to 
nevvsle:tter out 

a as a test are 
interested obtaining the newsletter 
website please let me know. me at: 
rfarris@wworld.com 
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Happy YeaL Thanks for assuming the 
newsletter editor duties, I almost said "congratu
Jallons , but that may not be the proper word! I 

one article a month for my local EAA 
Chapter newsletter, so I know just how much 
work it can be to put together a whole newsletter. 

the subject of Bum-Out, For me a 
matter of not knowing how to do next step, 

being afraid of screwing up and ending with 
is not airworthy, looking, or 

Buildling structure seems to go once 
learn the required skills, It's just a matter of 

cutting, bending, drilling, deburring, 
dinlp!ing, riv"ting, and doing those actions over 

over and over while listening to favorite 
or oldies radio station, it took me a 

to 
streamlimed but 

and sides to 
Wirlds!;retlfl nicely? I know how 

to I don't want to make mistakes 
a $600 canopy, so I just sit there shop and 
stare at trying to figure out how to begin, 

Well, I guess I didn't provide any answers, 
just more questions, But any information that you 
can find about installing the canopy for inclusion 
in the newsletter would be greatly appreciated, 

Robert S, Hartmaier 
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More Letters 

I really enjoyed the # 114 newsletter, 
dally the "Burn_Out" information on page 2. I 
certainly am guilty of that many times over. 
When 1 first started in the early nineties, I 
buzzed through most of the movable, smaller 
assemblies good shape and then started on 

Ev,,,,'!hlng went quite last 
or so rivets, when 
me and I bunged 
<m,eRirteri it "bondo" was never ,aucowo" 

with end so I tore it apart the 
to redo it the whole 

project sto]ppe:d. 
I read your ·'hllm-,CHlli" 

restart, I it 
N.L I diagram on 

so 
lam for a flat laV1Jut 
an110Die having on measurements 
the flat layout contact me, 

(814)825-2918 

EdilorsNote: I RUulder in 

came oul 

m 
case aniTone IS wantlflg to 

one 

Gary Green 

Date Monday, February 19, 2001 12:00 AM 

Just got 5 springs from Harmon Lang, When 
I placed the order he said that he was going to 
make a batch of 10, Should be 5 left Contact 
Harmon Lang, 
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Installing Dnal Brakes 
Mike Archer - Classic Sport Aircraft 

The first thing you must do for installation of dual 
brakes is inspect what you have on your aircraft 
Check the right seat rudder pedals for the tabs welded 
on the 489-1 tubes. If your aircraft was built to 
drawing, chances are they are missing on that side. 
Also, check for the 492-1, -2 & -3 installation on the 
floorboard, right side. Parts required for the co-pilot 
side are: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

• 
• 
• 

2 ea 491-2 

1 ea 491-3 

1 ea 491-4 

4 ea 490-1 Bushings 
2 ea 491-1 Pedal 

2 ea 491-2 Mast 
2 ea 492-1 Bracket 
4 ea 492-2 Plate 

4 ea 492-3 Spacer 
Two Brake Assemblies 
Various flex lines (Aeroquip 303 or Stratoflex 
1lI) 
Reservoir (if you have the assembly that has 
the reservoir as part of the brake assembly, a 
separate one is not required.) 
4 ea AN3-SA Bolt 
2 ea AN3-7A " 
2 ea AN3-6A " 

• 8 ea AN365-1032 Nut 
• g ea AN960-IO Washer 

• Remove the 489 rudder pedals 
remove rivets from fnnw"rrl 

nutIJiate:s) WeJd 
side. You are dupii,;ating is all the side. 

the 492-1, -2 & -3 to the floorboard on the co-

side. Ilote the pilot reference. 

• Install the 491-2 to 491-\ bolt them to 

the 489 rudder assembly. Assemhle the brake assem
blies to the 491-2. 

• Reinstall the rudder pedals and bolt everything 
in position. Don't forget to reinstall the springs and 

cables. 

cont. 
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Installing dual brakes. COllt. 

• Now you can finish the project by routing 
the flex hoses to the proper position. Routing for 
hoses is as follows for master cylinders requiring 
offsite reservoir with the master cylinder ann 
mounted up. The lower hole is fluid OUT. TI,e upper 
hole is fluid IN. 

• Install incoming line from reservoir to the 
top fitting on co-pilot left pedal - the tee from left top 
to right top. This now gives you fluid to both cylin
ders when using the master brake cylinders with the 
built-in reservoir (like Scott 4100) the incoming line 
is eliminated. 

• Next, route a flexline from the co-pilot left 
bottom to the pilot left top. Route a flexline from the 
pilot left bottom to tlie left wheel brake assembly. 

• Route a flexline the co-pilot right 
hottom to the pilot right top. 

• Route a flexline from the pilot right 
bottom to the right brake assembly. 

I will be incorporating the Dual Brake System into 
the S-18 drawings. Also, we have started welding 
tabs on all rudder pedals, so if you want dual brakes, 
that step is eliminated for you. 

Editors Note: lfyou have any questions concerning 
the installation of dual brakes on your TIS-iS 

don't hesitate to contact Mike at Classic 
Sport Aircraft. 
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by: Bryant Rowland 

After many years of doing flight instruction, 
and pilot examinations, and the past 23 years of 
flying my 18, I will offer these thoughts about 
the stall-spin accidents in the 18. When I test 

my T -18 1978, it was the biggest thrill I 
had ever had in an airplane. At that time I was 
making my living as a full time flight instructor, 
so was very much aware that, hey, this is not your 
oW"O'''' Cessna or Piper trainer. It is a wonderful 
airplane with great balanced controls that just cry 
out to be flown. The airplane was 
designed for performance. It was NOT designed 

unlimited forgiveness of gross mismanage
ment flight O.K so we have an airplane that is 
a 

not a forgiving trainer, we all 
So I we should fly it accordingly. 

n~jt"r'n we should have some 
8mmf,,,rl nUlnhers in our heads that are stuck 

our own names. know 
the airplane stalls differ-

flap We should also 
speeus that we are going to use in the 

n"rtf'I'n downwind. base and We 
should a number that we 

hplnU1 until starting the 
For me numbers are: 110 mph 

ClO'WU1Nmd. to 90 

WUU1U score higher for a decision to 
~ ~'uuu rather than try to make a good landing 

out of a bad approach. Airspeed control should be 
tight, not as much as 5 mph either side, 

nOlNellCr. airspeed control is only one part of the 
equation, the other part of course 
is flight control coordination. Remember, the T-
18 does not tolerate gross 

cont, 
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Stalls-Spins. cont. 

mismanagement here. Keep that ball in the 
center Once r am established in the traffic 
pattern at the proper altitude, I only have two 
instruments that 
mean a thing to me, the airspeed indicator, and 
that ball. Outside the airplane is your primary 
concern, but include those two instruments in 
your scan. Do it quickly, and very often One 
more thing. The numbers that I offer here are 
only MY numbers, not necessarily the ones for 
you to use. Develop your own, stick close to 
them, and keep that ball in the center. 

FLYING. 

thing to remember T -18, it has 
a laminar flow airfoil. 

means a ahrupt stall break not a 
real problem. I think a lot of people got 

a trouble was in of the 
wmg. you may 
sensitive to airfoil shape. 

even slightly, stall 
ent. You can check your aifJplallC 

stalls. I believe 

aifjJlalleS as marginal 
use 1.3 Vs as Vref Mine comes out 

75 
to 77 mph. I have an angle of attack system 
installed that makes all this a lot easier. Stalls are 
rather abrupt but it varies from airplane to air
plane. It will most likely roll toward one way or 
the other depending on your trim or weight 

cont next pg 
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115 

must cO!Thuent on 
or someone 

poured a 

L) 

U"'vlliliUillS are uneven 
to cause bulgmg slldewa!ls, apI)l!cl'!tla,n or crosswind, 
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Technical Tips 

79-83 Honda Accord or Prelude Starter Bracket 
for Lycoming Engines 

Submitted by Karibian - Panama City, FL. 

I have enclosed a drawing and notes ofthe 
starter bracket I used on my project, A rebuilt 
starter from Wester Auto cost me $67,00 and 
saved 8 pounds, (refer to drawing on page 8) 

Tech Notes for Starter Bracket 

1, This clearance is only required on engines 
larger (9 3/4") alternator drive pulley 

(L2C) 
2, This edge may be further contoured for baffle 

3 Standard starters have 2 dowel pins, I find 
them unnecessary If used they should not 
extend more than 11132" 

4, Some minor contour modification may be 
required on some model in this area, 

5, The 25/64" hole is required for a 10mm bolt 
Required is a IOxL25x50mm bolt, obtainable 
from most NAP A dealers, (Threads directly 

starter) 
6, An AN6-16 bolt is required to assemble the 

1981 Honda Accord starter, and the 10mm in 
note 5, 

7. All edges and inside corners must have a 
gerlenms THUHIS No sharp inside corners, 

8. 2024 or 6061 aluminum angle, 
3/8x4x4S', professionally welded angle 
can work) 

9, Extruded aluminum angles have a generous 
radius on inside cornel, It is better to remove 
material from the starter flange to permit as 
sembly, than to remove material from the ra 
dius, 

10. After mechanical assembly, pull starter gear 
into ring gear, If clearance is minimal, add 
,010" shims under the four base mounting 
bolts, 

11, Disconnect battery and complete assembly of 
electrical wires and switches to starter 
Connect battery and crank engine, Be very 
careful to keep a safe -

eont next pg 
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Honda Starter Notes conI, 

distance from the prop while observing the 
engagement Solenoid should engage gears 
65% or more, 

12, Complete assembly of alternator and any 
modifications to the engine baffle, if required, 
A small mechanical link that connects the al 
ternator to the starter may be required for 
stability. 

13, Scale all dimensions not shown, Drawing 
reduced and reproduced to llx17, (Scale: 
= 575") 

Editors Note,' If anyone has questions regarding 
the fabrication and use of this bracket, contact 
Mr, Kariban at: (904)874-1586 

Submitted by: James Wolhaupter 
McMinnville, Oregon 

Recently on the Thorp Email, a series of 
questions and replies were written about landing 
light installation. I recently finished my installa
tion and thought I would share my solution to 
this issue, 

The previous owner ofN2NE 
single landing light the left 

installed a 
is just 

outboard of the wing folding point ~C'H"'5 
with him he informed me after the installa-
tion he had made only ONE landing the 
and he would not try it again, warned me of 
insufficient light and fast landing speeds of the 
Thorp made for a pretty scary situation, 

I did not really want to cut into my wing and I 
could not find any place acceptable to glass one 
in on the nose anywhere so an external light was 
my only recourse, I did not want anything hang
ing down in the air stream messing up Johns 
incredibly sleek aircraft so I needed to make them 
easily removable, Most all of our flights are 
during the day but on occasion we also like a 
night hop so a simple removable landing light -

eontpage 10 
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79-83 Honda Accord or Prelude Starter Bracket for Lycoming Engine 
Submitted by: R Karibian 
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Newsletter No.IIS 

Landing Light Installation 
James Wolhaupter - N2NE 

Low profile automotive driving/fog light assemblies 
mounted on aluminum frame. 2 lights per 

unit 

rerno'/ab1e,ioolted to tho center tunnel 
forward mount 

Lights cast no shadows. One set is aimed for 3 point 
landings and the other for wheel landings 

Lights mounted on forward belly. just behind and 
between exhaust stacks 

no 
via four bolts and a cannon 

N2NE McMinnville, Oregon 
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lation on 9. 

Beware of Projects 

The "proj eet" Larry Liposky and I purchased 
had two prior owners. It had an S-18 fuselage up 
on saw horses and skins were cleco'd on. 

cont 

center sec:tion 
airfoil) was bolted on 

back to 

angle brElck'et 
of the forward end. 
bracket from being attached to 
firewall joint. 

Tom 

No. 15 

corners 
601 frame. Drawing C-580 note stOl'inR 
that this modification would be added to the -
580 drawing sometime in the future. I am not 
sure if this was ever done, but I am sure that 
Richard Eklund at Eklund Engineering can 
answer that question. If anyone has questions 
regarding that modification please contact him 
at: (209)727-0318 or email at: 
thorpt 18@jps.net 

tech tips cont pg 14 
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Pirtllnes submitted by 

Reference -601 and C-580, The part being held is the 601·3 part thai was 
origirlally called out on the ·60 I The new "doubler" is shown installed, As you 

can see it wraps around the ·60 I frame and is placed between fbe frame and fbe side 
skin, 

Reference drawing ·580 to find these angle stiffners or "brackets", You can see the 
notch cut out of the lower unattached bracket As Tom noted this is incorrect The 

correct bracket is shown installed, As a note here" My brackets are fabricated from 31 
4"x314" 2024 extruded aluminum angle 
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More Technical Talk 

Scribe Lines 

Scattered throughout the T -18/S-18 build 
instructions is the phrase "scribe a line" or words 
to that effect The intent is for the builder to mark 
a line, fastener location, etc on a piece of alumi
num, but I have seen examples where a line was 
actually scribed (scratched) into the metall This is 
a no-no; however, the builder will know with near 
certainty just where his plane will form cracks, 
Most of us are using a1clad sheet metal (bear with 
me if you already know this) in which the cladding 
is a very thin layer of almost pure aluminum for 
corrosion resistance, The cladding layer is consid
ered to have practically no strength, so scratches 
to the cladding are not a structural or fatigue 
problem, However, if the physically scribed line 
penetrates the cladding, then the builder should 
assume that structural integrity has been compro
mised and that the scratch mark is where cracking 
will initiate, Of course, the urgency of the matter 
depends on how long the scratch is, where it is 
located, and the amount of load or fatigue cycles 
experience by that region of metal, Be particularly 
concerned about any scratches or gouges near 
fasteners, In the example that I observed, the 
scribed line was for a row offasteners on a wing 
panel; that wing will need to be reskinned, Ifthe 
scratch question is small enough, shallow 
enough, or in a non-critical enough location, it can 
be blended out with a I O-to 1 (or better) blend 
ratio, And if you have any doubt, consult with a 
technical counselor who knows his stuff and can 
evaluate the scratch in person, 

The aircraft builder should also know that 
marking aluminum with a pencil is also a no-no, 
The pencil "lead" is graphite and will work its way 
between the grains of the aluminum and cause 
intergranular cracking, The best means of marking 
metal is with a fine-line felt-tipped marker, A ball
point pen is OK to use in a pinch, but the ball
point usually skips so badly that it isn't worth the 
trouble, A grease pencil will work, but you'll have 
to thoroughly clean off all the residue before 
painting, The best route is to buy a box of 
"sharpie" permanent markers and use them", 

conI, 

Newsletter No, 115 

Scribe Lines, conI, 

, ,liberally for marking trim lines, fastener loca
tions and builder notes (such as "this side up 
when assembling''), The one exception I can 
think of is when it comes time to mark the 
canopy; anything that will clean off permanent 
marker will probably cloud the canopy, so I will 
be using a crayon or grease pencil, 

Andrew Robinson 

Landing Gear Cracking 

I am sending you an update on my two 
already identified cracked landing gear-to
firewall mounting bracket welds, 

Bottom line today: TWO ADDITIONAL 
CRACKED LOWER HOruzONTAL 
FOUND ON THE BACKSIDE (HIDDEN 
FROM VIEW) ON EACH OF THE 
LOWEST HOruzONTAL WELD CRACKS 
LOCATED BELOW THE TWO LOWER 
BOLT HOLES, That makes a total of FOUR 
cracked welds for this landing gear that was 
reportedly bought from Ken Brock Manufactur
ing (not his fault-the landing gear is simply 
made by Ken to the plan specs,) by the previous 
owneL 

To determine if you have cracks on the front 
of your lower landing gear wells: Clean the 
actual welds with acetate, then spray the fluores
cent dye onto the area, wipe off excess, then use 
a black light on the area, Mine stood out with a 
black line of grease in the middle of the hairline 
crack prior to 
cleaning-thought it was just a crack in the 
paint-it wasn't, The cracks on the back side 
appear slightly wider-two 'hair' widths vs, 
one, 

Solution: What the certified A&P mechanic 
(and proficient aircraft welder) recommended I 
have done-and am going to do, to my 
airplane's landing gear: cont pg 15 
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yoor landing 

stress area 

to 
contact me on 

common, 
more 
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want one to 
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115 
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He""v Spring news 

nominal on our f 

gear at is 

I am not sure 
on I 
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Fill' Sale 

I have A nice T -18 That first flew in 1997. If 
anyone wants more info can call me at 
(661)940-1709 between 8am-4pm or (661)256-
8613 after Spm California Time. I would deliver 

Steve. 

I have a Thorp S-18 in my basement that I 
need to selL I am working on master's degree 
and intend to start my doctorate after that, so I 
cannot see a begining to project. The fuselage 

is untouched. The wing portion came off of a 
S-18. Apparently suffered barbed 

wire 
dalna!le and was reskinned. wing was 
reskiruned incorrectly, so it will have to reClone. 

control system for 
from the to aileron 

reac;hedat 

cylinder 

a 
nevvslE,tters I am 

metal prop (polished), Full Gyro panel, 
Gamnan 250XL GPS com, Vor/Glideslope, 
trim, Wheelen Strobes 
Panel lights. Baggage compartment top is cut out 
for easy access. $ 42,000.00 For more info and 
pictures E-Mail: irving@gnetcom or call 
(661)256-8613 Eve. (661) 940-1709 Day. 
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I'd consider selling my S/18 !I! I'm 
Tennessee and if intrested just e-mail me or 
me ! II 931-473-5401 Days or 931-668-9899 
nights II! 

Danny Cummings 

P",-ho,,, it through 
a 7-112 gallon tank for 

@ It 
wocon@attnet 

I told a 
18, 

to come out 
rent. came out on J lUlU'" Y 

rho""".,'''« went out 

cracks, hut I have 

rear deck. h·nnall 

I 

was 
one 

cur· 

I need ano·ther 

George Avans 
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Eklund Engineering T -18 Kit and Plans Update 

We continue to develop the laser cut and formed sub-assembly kits for the 18 airframe. The pro
cess is proceeding slowly for several resource reasons. In order to clear the path somewhat, we are 
offering the following in-stock kits at reduced prices: 

1 Rudder Kit - $320 plus $10 crating charge and UPS shipping cost. (Originally $375) 

5 Vertical Tail Kits - $245 (each) plus $10 crating and UPS shipping cost. (Originally $290) 

2 Horizontal Tail Kits - $1180 (each) plus $15 crating and UPS shipping cost. (Originally $1328) 

2 Aileron Kits - $176 x 2 = $352 plus $10 crating and UPS shipping cost. (Originally $221 each) 

It is hoped that the Flap kits will be complete by the Oshkosh 2001 fly-in. 

Because we will be changing the publishing technique for the plans sets, we are offering the last 2 
Blueline drawing sets for $270 each plus UPS shipping cost. 

Future ordering procedures will require 50% non-refundable payment with the order. Full payment 
will be required at shipping. Orders will be shipped in less than 30 days or a full 
refund can be requested. 

J2K1U!llU Engineering, Inc. 
Box 1510 

95237 
209-727-0318 

209-727-0873 

Bill Beswick - N2618B Roger? - N8613A 
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Newsletter Dues 

Man is this a tough subject!! I want to thank 
everyone who sent his or dues, I still have 
many of you that have not paid last years dues, I 
even show several unpaid 1999, and several 
unpaid for 1998, look on the mailing 
label on the back of this newsletteL Look above 

see a your name, 
through 
$50) 

, If you see an Cllll'LJUllt, 

name, that is 
owe, 

Se1!er;al of you sent 2000 dues at the 
I am not sure dues have 

harldlf,d in the I want to establish a 

any qUl)sti()lls, please don't 
we can 

Sample IVHUlUlg Laoe:IS 

'---~ ____ -J 

This label shows "25" 
above the mIllIe, 

indicaling tbet you owe 
$25,00 to make your 
mCI:nbeTsruip current 

This Label shows "PD" 
above the name, This 
indicates tbet your 
melmbe:rship is current 

25 
Farris 

PO Box 182 

lL, 62868 
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Hi ", I purchased SN510 from Earl Atha"" I 
am looking a conIcal engine mount for a 
Lycoming 0-290, I would like to hear 8 

fliers the area, 

l::m~,meCowl 

(613)783-1066 

year do 
next winter.) 

Power -off stall -65mph straight ahead to buffet 
ONLY for today, 
Three wheeled her with a hop and power-on 
halfWay down 31 right traffic Castle with flaps 
up, She doesn't slow down! ;) 

ecstatic, exhausted, 
Stretch 
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Upcoming Thorp Events 
If anyone has an upcoming Thorp Event that they would like listed here, 

Please notify me by phone or Email 

May 18 -20, 2001 ~ Thorp Fly-In at McAlester, OK the Ramada Inn at McAlester has rooms for 
single and $54 for doubles. Cancellations until 6:00 P.M. on the day of amval. 

Their phone number is (918)423-7766. Ask for the "Holt-Green party" Contact Gary 
Green by Email at: ggreen@itexas.net for further infonnation. 

24 - 30, 2001 ~ 200] ~ Oshkosh, Wisconsin T-18'ers usually have a com 
bined lunch and forum on Friday at noon in the Nature Center. We a lunch 
followed by a small but infonnative forum. This years activities are tentatively 
scheduled for Friday July 27. Anyone who has an interest in the 8 is encouraged 
to attend, and bring a friend. For more infonnation contact Roy Fams at (618)723-
2594 or by Email at:rfarris@wworld.com 

Ser)telnb(~r 1 - 3, 200 1 ~ 10 Annual Thorp Fly-In, Porterville, CA ~ A rerninder about the 
P'ville California Labor Day Thorp Gathering. Again this year put on by 
Stephens and a great team of people from California and held Porterville. Mike 
and Frankie AIcher's Classic Sport Aircraft, home of the Thorp parts and will 
nrr.vlcle hangar space, and will be hosts to the guests flying their beautiful or 

to see them. Labor Day is the first weekend in September.. .It's the 
Annual ..... can you believe iL ... 9 proceeded this one and they only get 

better. .Everyone is invited .... ya'lJ cornel For more infonnation contact Hal Ste:phiens 
at (530)295-1867 or by Email at:aerohal@.inforum.net 

Qc:toltJer 12 200 1 ~ Kentucky Dam Fly-In, Gilbertsville, For Lodge reservations phone 
(800)325-0146 and ask for the "Paine Party". For more infonnation contact Jim Paine 
at: (828)698-0368 or by Email atipaine@cytechcis.net 

Editors Note: In the last Newsletter (# 114) I misprinted the Kentucky Dam Fly-In date as 
October 5-7, 2001. The above Date of October 12-14, 2001 is the correct date. Sony for the 
corifusion. 
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T-IS/S-IS 
Roy ~·".·~i" 

Noble, 

now. 

Make a photocopy or 

Newsletter NO.115 

$25 

out this form and return it with your payment 

I 
I 
I 
I 

continue your support of this valuable building tips and safety mtcmna-I 
tion covering Thorp's greatest design Please make checks payable to: Roy Farris I 
182 Noble, 62868. check for $25.00 $30.00 for the U.S. I 

Name: 
Address: 
City: _____________ State: Zip Code: 
Phone: ------

Email address: 
~~~~--~~~---------------Notes (building, flying, thinking about it,etc.!..):....: _______________ _ 
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